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Abstract 
Use of a new type of mining systems of regulation of thermal conditions in ore mines of the 
North is considered. The peculiarity of ore mines is that the ore body at the same time may 
underlie in frozen and thawed rock. Mining operations are carried out both on the cryolithic 
zone horizons, and on the thawed horizons. It is suggested to use during transition of mining 
operations to the thawed horizons some of mine workings of a cryolithic zone as heat-
exchanging. The technique of the choice of optimum amount of air, which is necessary to be 
supplied through heat-exchanging workings for achievement of the maximum economic effect 
is developed.
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general disadvantage of ordinary mining systems 
of regulation of thermal mode is that air supply in 
mine or ore mine should be fulfilled through major 
openings, where temperature fluctuations are almost 
identical to temperature fluctuations of fresh air that 
leads to thaw of rocks surrounding mine workings

during the summer period and to freezing in winter 
[1,2]. These processes have a negative impact on                            
stability of rocks around the exposed mine working, 
reduce safety level at their operation, cause the ne-
cessity of periodic additional fastening of workings 
[3,4]. Existing mining systems, cannot be definitely
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used when conducting mining operations on the 
thawed horizons to what in the next years will pro-
ceed the majority of mountain enterprises of the North 
[5]. In this regard we have developed the new system 
of regulation of thermal conditions of mines and ore 
mines of the North providing decrease in costs for air 
heating and preservation of frozen condition of rock 
surrounding a load-lifting bore.

The key point of new system is that the amount 
of air supplied into the ore mine is increased and fed 
through the downcast mine working, which is spe-
cially passed to the depth of thawed rocks. At that, so-

me amount of air is supplied through air shaft, 
and the rest is fed to the mouth of downcast mine                                                                                                   
working along the load-lifting bore and heat-                           
exchanging mine workings of the exhausted horizons 
of ore mine passed in frozen rock. Temperature of 
rocks around heat-exchanging mine workings has to 
be higher, or equal to temperature of air heating sup-
plied into the ore mine during winter period. At the 
same time the additional amount of air fed into ore 
mine and given out through a load-lifting bore and 
mine workings of exhausted horizons is defined from 
the following inequality:

, kg/s,                           (1)

where Z – is the cost of heat energy, rub/gcal; 
S,U– are midsections and perimeter of mine    

workings of exhausted horizons along which there 
supplied additional amount of air, m2, m; g –air rel-
ative density: kg/m3; ср – air specific heat, kJ /kg⋅ К;                  
l – the total length of mine workings of exhausted 
horizons along which there given out additional 
amount of air and coefficient of their aerodynamic 
resistance, m, kgs /s2m4; Сe – the cost of electrical    
energy, rub/kW⋅ h; th – temperature of heating of the 
air fed to the ore mine, °c; tsm – air plenum tempera-
ture from a load-lifting bore defined from expression:

, °С,        (2)

where G – is the additional amount of air fed to the 
mine or ore mine in a unit of time, kg/s; Gt – amount of 
transported mineral (rock) along the load-lifting bore 
in a unit of time, kg/s; tt – temperature of the trans-
ported mineral (rock), °c; Gi – the number of air leaks 
in a load-lifting bore from the i th  mine working, 
kg/s; ti – temperature of the air fed to a bore as a result 
of leaks from i th mine working, °c; n – total quan-
tity of mine workings interfacing with a load-lifting 
bore; Tav – the average temperature of frozen rocks 
surrounding mine workings of the exhausted horizons 
on which air moves, is determined by a formula:

(3)

where Tj – rock temperature on the j-th horizon 
of the mine or ore mine, °c ; K – the number of ho-
rizons, where heat-exchanging workings are located. 

limits of change of additional amount of the air 
supplied to the mine are defined as follows. The lower 
limit is caused by the necessity of creation of negative

air temperature for a load-lifting bore. It is possible 
in that case when the amount of heat introduced 
into a bore with traffic flow Qt and amount of heat 
introduced with the air fed to the bore as a result of 
leaks from workings – Qi will be compensated by air 
cold arriving from workings of the exhausted horizons 
passed in frozen rock – Q. considering that length of 
workings is chosen to heat (cool) the air fed up to 
the temperature of surrounding rock, it is possible to 
write down the following balance expression: 
Qi + Qt ≤ Q, or

(4)

If mine working, on which the additional amount 
of air is fed, is on the same horizon with rock temper-
ature, equal to T, then Tav = T. If it is located on sev-
eral ones, then dependence (3) is used. considering 
that air specific heat value varies only slightly from 
the temperature, and in the considered conditions it is 
approximately a constant value, it is possible to write 
down the following condition for definition of addi-
tional amount of the air fed to the ore mine:

(5)

The choice of horizon with one or another temper-
ature is caused, first of all, by the necessity to create 
the negative temperature of air mix at the output from 
load-lifting bore. But, to achieve cost cutting for air 
heating during the winter period, the horizons should 
be chosen so that temperature of rocks surrounding 
them was equal or higher than air heating temperatures 
coming to the ore mine during the winter period. These 
requirements do not contradict each other as the choice 
of the horizon with higher temperature of rocks (within 
negative values) can be compensated by increase in a

.
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consumption of air. however, increase rate has an                 
upper limit which is defined on the base of economic 
reasons. It is reasonable to supply additional amount 
of air to mine or ore mine only in that case when eco-
nomic effect due to decrease in costs for heating – З1, 
will be equal or higher, than costs for air supply on an 
additio- nal chain of heat-exchanging workings of the                            
exhausted horizons – З. capasity spent at the same time 
by the main fan will be equal to:

, kW, (6)

where η – total coefficient of efficiency of the fan, 
which may be conservative accepted as 0.7 

cash expenditure for use of this power of the fan 
can be found from expression:

З = Сe⋅ N, rub/hour (7)

mouth of air supply mine working (during the winter 
period – through a colorific installation) can be count-
ed according to the following formula:

, kJ/s                 (8)

economic effect from air mix supply with a tem-
perature higher than temperature of air heating fed 
to mine or ore mine, to the mouth of the air supply 
working through colorific installation will be equal to 
(taking into account conversion coefficient from kcal 
in kv⋅ hour, equal 864):
                    З=864⋅ Q1⋅ Z⋅ 10-6  , rub/hour           (9)

The cost of heat energy Z is accepted by us in                
rub/gcal as it is standard, and all cost parameters on 
heat energy in normative documents are given in such 
units of measure. To fulfill the set goal, З1 ≥З inequa- 
lity should be fulfilled, or after simple transforma-
tions we will obtain the following:

, kg/s                                  (10)

The amount of heat, which will be saved as a re-
sult of air mix supply from a load-lifting bore to the

Temperature  tsm used in calculations may be set as 
equal to the melting temperature of ice Tm once in this 
case the frozen condition of rocks remains and at the

same time the maximum effect at heating of the air 
fed to the ore mine is reached. generally, temperature 
tsm is defined from the balance expression:

,                                       (11)

Where we may find: 

, °С,             (12)

let us note once again that it is reasonable to set 
tsm on the basis of a condition of preservation of fro-
zen state of rocks around load-lifting bore as it is the 
main requirement. however, at the same time, the 
value of this temperature can be calculated according 
to the formula (12) which is convenient for using to 
evaluate the correctness of the choice of the horizons 
on which heat-exchanging workings are located, i.e. 
the correctness of the choice of tsm parameter. If calcu-
lation according to the formula (12) shows lower val-
ue, than value of temperature of the air fed to the ore 
mine, then it is necessary to choose lower horizons 
with higher temperature of rocks (within negative 
values of temperature). The most general algorithm 
of calculation when tsm is not set under the condition 
tsm = Tm is the following.

1. let us determine by the formula (5) the lower li-

mit of change of parameter G, under the condition   
Тav≥ th.

2. let us determine the value of tsm parameter with 
the help of the formula (12).

3. let us check the condition tsm>th and, if the con-
dition is satisfied, we determine upper limit of change 
of parameters G according to the formula (10). And, if 
the condition is not satisfied, we choose heat-exchang-
ing workings with more high temperature of surround-
ing rocks, and repeat all procedure of calculation.

There possible also another variant, when the 
amount of heat introduced into bore due to air leaks 
from the thawed horizons is such that it will be im-
possible, even at the lowest Tav, to provide the air tem-
perature at the exit of the bore below, or equal to the 
value Tm. In this case it is necessary to reduce total 
quantity of leaks, by sealing of ventilating construc-
tions on the thawed horizons. It should be mentioned 
that this case may be referred rather to theoretical 
ones. The analysis of amount of air leaks on inter-
faces of mine workings of the working horizons with
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load-lifting bores, provided on mines and ore mines 
of the North, shows that they are several times lo-
wer than the ones, which could lead to the considered 
limit case. The main differences of suggested mining 
system of regulation of thermal mode consist in the 
following.

1. ventilation working is carried out not to the 
working horizons of ore mine, but to a depth of 
thawed rocks.

2. supply of air return is carried out separately: 
through  load-lifting and ventilating bores.

3. Working of the exhausted horizons, through 
which the part of ventilating stream is fed in a 
load-lifting bore, is chosen on the base of condition 
Тav>th.

4. Additional amount of air moves to the ore mine 
(additional in relation to the basic, which is calculated 

, rub/hour             (13)
Investigating this function on a maximum, i.e. 

having solved the equation:

. (14)

Taking into account the expressions (6) and (8) we 
will obtain:

by the known rules – on gas, dust, etc.).
5. The air proceeding from load-lifting bore and 

workings of the exhausted horizons moves to the 
mouth of ventilation working wherefrom it moves to 
ore mine again.

To define the most cost-efficient additional amount 
of air fed to ore mine, let us write down the fol-                                                                                               
lowing expression, representing a difference of costs 
for heating and air supply to ore mine:

(15), kg/s.

comparing formulas (15) and (10), one may see 
that the optimum additional amount of air is con- 
nected with an upper admissible limit by the ratio:

The developed technique of the choice of optimum 
amount of the air fed to heat-exchanging mine work-
ings supplements previous researches on the choice 
of optimum modes of airing of mine workings used 
in mining systems of regulation of the thermal mode 
of mines and ore mines [5,6,7,8,9,10]. The technique                                                                                                
allows to define efficiency of use of mining systems 
of regulation of thermal mode in the ore mine when 
conducting mining operations on the thawed hori-
zons. Fulfilled evaluation calculations for the sug-
gested technique have shown that this system of reg-
ulation of the thermal mode in ore mines of the North 
is both energetically and cost-efficient.
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